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1. INTRODUCTION.

The normal modes of vibrations in a perfect crystal

lattice resulting into net electric dipole moment with elec-

tric vector perpendicular to the propagation vector are

strongly coupled with the radiation field. The resulting op-

tical absorption is very strong at the frequencies of the

transverse optical modes. Direct isorption studies can

therefore be conducted only on th n films. Transmission meas-

urements under normal incidence show an intense band centered

at tTO *
The use of lineary polarized light under oblic inci-

dence with E parallel to the plane of incidence leads to a

strong band centered at wTO and a band less intense centered

at wLO * For a polarized beam with E perpendicular to the

plane of incidence only a strong band is observed centered at

W TO ' The treatment given by Berreman 1 accounts for the

observation in the neighborhood of uLO but fails to explain

the situation for frequencies near wTO * A detailed i., .sti-

gation on the optical modes of vibrations considering the

effects due to the shape of the crystals have recently being
2

developed by Fuchs and Kliewer . It has been demonstrated

that the optical properties of a thin crystal are determined

by the existence of "virtual modes" whose frequencies and

life time depend strongly on the boundary conditions : t-ick-

ness of the crystal and on the angle of incidence.

£I
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Generally the optical transitions due to the interac-

tion of the phonon field with the radiation field are deter-

mined by three factors : electric dipole moment, anharmonic-

ity (higher order dipole moments) and the boundary conditions

which may induce transitions not allowed in the bulk.

We shall examine here the particular case of thin films

where the photon-phonon interaction can be treated in the

frame of the collision theory for two types of particles, as

a two-step process : first the strong coupling of the radia-

tion field with the phonon field in terms of polaritons and

the conse quent nolariton decay as a second step. The polariton

decay is considered in terms of photon emission in which case

the phenomenon is an elastic diffusion of the photon, or in

terms of phonon emission which life time is limited by their

coupling to the phonon field through the anharmonic potential.

The optical absorption at the normal mode frequencies

is calculated in terms of band width related respectively to

the polariton life time, to the phonon life time and to the

elastic diffusion of photons.

The experimental data are chosen among a complet set

of results on the lattice dynamics of the II-VI compounds 3

in order to substantiate some of the main physical feathers.

2. TFEORY.

2.1. General Photon-Phonon Interaction.

In a perfect crystal the normal modes frequencies are

solutions of the secular equation representing the dynamical

behaviour of the lattice.

In the harmonic approximation where the potential

energy of the crystal is expanded in power of the di.place-

ment of the atoms from their equilibrium positions and the

expansion is broken off at the quadratic terms, the equation
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of motion of the atom k with mass mk in the unit cell 1 sub-

ject to the displacement u with a x, y, z, is given by

k U ll' ( ) 0 (2.1)

l'k' P

where 0 is the force constant matrix depending only on the

distance between cells r()-r(') due to the periodic sym-

metry of the lattice.

The normal modes and their frequencies are solutions

of the set of equations for all unit cells of the crystal.

Because of the periodic symmetry the modes have wave like

phase variation from cell to cell and specific relative mo-

tion in the cell.

The dynamical matrix being of the form

C ")- q0U (k Ik,)-0-
kk(mkmk) /2 exp[-iq.r(1)] . (2.2)

The system of 3n linear and homogenous equations has non-

vanishing solutions only if the determinant

1 Cap (k qk,) - W2 6 kk, 6 = 0 (2.3)

vanishes.

This 'haracteristic" equatior, gives the characteristic

frequencies w(q) whose graphic representations are the dis-

persion curves of the crystal.

The interaction with the radiation field results into

strong absorption band on the optically active frequencies.

The optical constants in the frequency region where the

photon-phonon interaction occurs are deduced as solution of

the simultaneous set of the Maxwell equations, the mechanic-

al and the polarization equations.
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The electromagnetic field is given by Maxwell's equa-

tions :

rot H D
C

rot Eint  c H
1 (2.4)

div D =0

divH = 0

and D = Eint + 47 P (2.5)

The phonon field is described by the induced polariza-

tion due to the displacement in opposite directions of the

two sublattices formed by charged ions and the internal elec-

tric field Eint equal to the macroscopic electric field in

the crystal,

C -1
00

P = NeTu + -4- Eint (2.6)

and also by the equation of motion

Mw 2 47tNeseT .M U + ( ) u = eTEInt o (2.7)

The solutions of the coupled system of equations re-

presenting the radiation field and the photon field give the

infrared dispersion of the crystal.

2.2. Light propagation and dispersion relations in thin

films.

The perfect cr'stal thin layers to be considered here

have thickness larger than the interatomic distance so that

the long wave approximation is applicable and one can define

a macroscopic polarization P(r,t) and a macroscopic electric

field Ein t
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The crystal plate is in the xOy plane limited in the

z direction by z = ±d/2 .
zI The infrared dispersion

z = +d/2 relations are deduced as shown

in the previous chapiter but
d x now using the boundary condi-

z= -d/2 tions and the continuity at

Fig.1 the crystal surface.

In the incidence plane zOx, the electric field is

taken as

Eint =E(z) exp(ikxx-iwt) (2.8)

for E parallel to the plane of incidence Ey (z) = 0 and the

two of other components are given by

dE z)
dz -i kx E (z) (2.9)

and

d2 Ex (z) 2

dz2  a E (z) = 0 
(2.10)

with m2

a2  k 2_ -, (2.11)x 2c

c I outside the crystal giving ao

and
(C -C )W2
o c*TO

+ = + 2 inside the crystal , (2.12)0 T2  2

TOW iaw
C2 qnd a 2 can be positive or negative. Figure 2 gives the

general fedture of the d.spersion.

On the right ha.d side of w = k c ; c is real. The

solutions are localized and referred to as "non-radiative".

They are of two types :

a2 <0 , left of C/a = xc ; a = ik .

The sinusoidal solutions yield the ";polaritons" correspond-
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ing to the dispersion relation of the transverse optical modes

in the infinite crystal

W22 + c2 2 ~.3
22C2E=kX+ kz2  k k 213)

a2 > 0 . The electric field amplitude decays exponen-

tially from the surface. For thick crystals : a(d/2) 1

the solutions are localized near the surface and yield the
"surface mode" in the frequency region where s < 0. This fre-

quency region is situated between O and To

On the left hand side of w = kxc ; ao is imaginary.

The solutions are sinusoidal outside the crystal and referred

to as "radiative modes". These are the modes seen in the op-

tical measurements.

2.3. Resonances in the thin films.

Considering all the solutions of the set of differen-

tial equations (2.2), (2.3), inside and outside the sample

with the appropriate boundary conditions for the tangentiel

and normal components of the electric field vector and the

continuity at the surface, one can easily deduce the reflect-

ed R, transmitted T and absorbed A parts of the light beam

2R = v214

4(,_TO) 2+(a+rv)2  (2.±4)

4(w2wTO)2+(ra+rv )
2

2 rar2

A = - . (2.16)4(u -wTO ) 2(airv )

The absorption A is given here by a formula of the type

"Breit-Wigner" well-known in the theory of nuclear resonances.

This is the algorption in tLc vicinity of a virtual mode de-
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duced , under the assumption that the distance between two

resonant modes is large enough to avoid interference.

The optical absorption of thin films has deduced here

results from the strong photon-phonon interaction in the vi-

cinity of resonant modes frequencies. The photon abnorption

takes place in two steps

- First : the incident photons coupled with the phonons to

give rise to quasi-stationary states the polaritons. For a

very thin film the eigen-frequency of the polariton are o:

LO ' TO and the breadth at half maximum is rt

- Second : after a characteristic time which is the life
-l

time of the polariton Tt = Ft  , the polaritons decay in

emitting photons with the same incident frequency (elastic

diffusion) and in exciting optical phonons whose further de-

cay involve anharmonic processes. The polariton decay is con-

sequently conducted through two channels : the first channel

appears as a reflection of the 1hotons in the two directions

of propagation (2R) ; the second channel corresponds to the

decay of the polaritons into optical phonons whose life time

T a :_ /Ta(w) is determined by the anharmonic decay into

other phonons.

First Channel : Optical reflectior in thin films.

The photons resulting from the polariton decay are
"virtual modes". A system of polariton virtual modes is de-

scribed by the assumption that there is no photon absorption

inside the crystal hence

(C- )W 2+ ocTO(2.17)
C = Ct+i C't = C + 0 0 T2( - 7

2 2
LLTO - Wa

and that outside the crystal we have only emitted waves. The

complex frequency for the virtual mode is

= i v" (2.18)

with a line width r = -2,' v

V -V °
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For a polarized light beam with E parallel to the in-

cidence plane the solutions of the differential equations to

be retained introducing the appropriate boundary conditions

and the characteristics of the virtual modes are

d okz cotg kz A = i C kz  , (2.19)

k tg k = -i c k 0 (2.20)

with 2 1/2 1/2kz = kx) =c (E - sin~e
z 2  x a

0o °k according to Figure 3 with

ik~
k sin e

I x a

2 VJ __0 0WCos 0
i I I xz c

Figure 3

We shall consider only thin films the thickness of

which is less than the wavelength such as k z(d/2) < I

facing an incident light beam with an ingle of incidence

less than 900

Equation (2.19) shows that a "cotg" mode will account

for the optical properties near the frequency wTO where c is

very large.

Equation (2.20) shows that a "tg" mode will account

for the optical properties near wLO where c is very small.

For the "cotg" virtual mode only the B x(z) compopent

of the electric field vector is non-vanishing, consequently

this mode corresponds to a uniform polarization parallel to

the crystal surface.

Since kz(d/2) I equation (2.19) becomes
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2 c - icw (2.21)dos e

Considering the relations (2.17) and (2.18) a straightforward

manipulation of the real and imaginary parts of e with the

approximation w ./wv < I 1 equivalent to E'/A" << leads to

the breadth at half maximum for this virtual mode

r =-2w " = Itd cose 2 (2.22)
V~~ VTO( 0- 00)

(rv and iLTO are in cm-1).

For the "tg" virtual mode the Ez(z) component of the

electric field vector is non-vanishing : this mode corre-

sponds consequently to a uniform polarization normal to the

crystal surface. The same type of considerations as in the.

case of the "cotg" mode leads now to
=

and 71" 2 0 £ e

rv = -2wv 7 odcse sin 2e L Eo (.2.23)

(P and wt0 are in cm-l)

Second Channel : Optical absorption in thin films.

In order to examine the optical absorption near the virtual

mode "cotg" let us write

k z d

cotg k. =K =K + iK" (2.24)
z

One has then

A = -2 K"

(K"-I) 2+ K' 2

R = 1 (2.26)
(lK") 2+ K'

2
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K' 2 + K,,2(1-K") 2+ K' 2

K is a function of the frequency and of the intrinsic damp-

ing r a due to the coupling among phonons through the anhar-
monic potential.

The complex TO phonon frequency is

9TO = WTO - ira/2 (2.28)

Near the resonance frequency it is possible to use the follow-

ing linear approximation

K(w,r a ) = [W-(4)TOira/2)]a , (d.29)

here a is a constant. Substituting this expression in the

equation giving the virtual mode "cotg" we obtain

i K(w v,0) = -1 (2.30)

hence

K' = 2 -TO'_ and K" =- a (2.31)r v -rv

Substituting into equation (2.25) we obtain the expression

(2.16) for the absorption, into equation (2.26) for the re-

flection (2.14), and into equation (2.27) for the transmis-

sion (2.15).. Equation (2.25) shows that the absorption

(A = 1-R-T) near the resonant mode frequency has a Lorentzian

shape with a breadth at half maximum r t = ra + r v . Substi-

tutingr ,v by its value equation (2.23) one obtains

2 1
ATO = 2Td (eo-Q 0 rTaO(T) Cose 4(.......O r2 (2.32)w rw)4(G -- TO) 2 +r~t 2

with2
t  =ld e C0) WT2 coso + ra(WT0) (2.33)

t 0- O a T
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The same arguments lead to the characteristics near

the resonant mode "tg" at the frequency OL0

ALO = 21 tcos- (1 1) %2 r2(7) sin-A (Cosa 9 E0 0 a~O) 4(- o) 2+rt2

with (2.34)

rt d I ( 2 sin2 e + ra(WLO) (2.35)

ra(wL0) is the intrinsic damping at the wLO frequency.

In summary : for each of the described processus a

characteristic optical absorption has been deduced.

First step : the photon absorption ap resulting into

polaritons is
2r v(r+r a )

4(w-wo) 2 + (rv+ra) 2  (2.36)

Second step : Polariton decay into emitted virtual

modes is characterized by

2 R - a -+ (2.37)

where from r 2

. C )2 (2.38)
4(w-wo) 2+ (rv+ra)

Polariton decay into phonon annihilation is given by
ra(w)

A a r (2.39)
A = ar a

where from

2 r r
A 2 a., (2.40)

4(w--) 2+ ( ra+rv)2
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The transmission is T = - A -R.

All these formulas are applicable only near the reso-

nance frequency w0 within the range IW-W01 < wLO-7wTO)

For polarized light with E parallel to the incident

plane the transmission of a thin film gives two minima : one

for w = tLO and the other for w = uTO . The breadth at half

maximum for these two Lorentzians is

r t .r(o )  + r (.41)

For polarized lieat with R normal co the incident plane

the only active virtual mode is TO at a frequency u0 and a

breadth at half maximum

d 2
ctose ( •C 'TO (2.42)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

As examples for cases where these considerations can

be applied we shall give few cases of transmission and re-

flectivity spectra where the measurements have been carried

with plane polarized light for different incident angle and

different film thickness.

CdS has been chosen for its possibility to be studied

under different crystallographic orientation and to be pre-

pared in thin film of different thickness with c axis paral-

lel or perpendicular to the plane of the layer. CdS crystal-

lizes in wurtzlte structure with two molecules in the unit

cell. Twelve normal modes are to be expected out of which

nine are optical modes. Symmetry considtrations give the

degeneracy of the different modes and selection rules indi-

cate that for a direction of propagation three modes are

optically active out of which two TO and one LO. Referred to

the mutual orientation of the propagation vector q and the
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crystal axis c one distinguishes between wLO//, LO ,TO//

and (TO± . Investigations on thin films allows to determine

the frequency of WLO//, WLO± and iTOI

A transmission spectrum at room temperature for a CdS

thin film of thickness 0.7 4 on Si substrate with c normal

to the substrate is given in Figure 4 for polarized light

beam with B parallel to the incident plane and E perpendicu-

lar to the incident plane. The shape of the transmission band

is what is generally obtained in this type of measurements

and checks two essential features of equation (2.15) giving

the transmission for the "cotg" virtual mode.

The breadth at half maximum rt is much larger than the

intrinsic damping r a due to the anharmonicity. From our meas-

urements 1t  32 cm whereas ra = 5 cm .

The transmission minimum is very small. The experimen-

tal value is high also because the measurements are taken on

a substrate. The theoretically calculated transmission mini-

mum is

rmin = (ra/rt) 2 _ 0.030

When oblic indicence is used for the transmission

measurements according to the theory two minima should be

observed : one broad and intense centered at the TO frequency

and the other as indicated by equation (2.34) centered at the

LO frequency. In Figure 5 is given the transmission spectrum

for the same CdS layer with light beam at angle 8 = 450 in

both polarizations. The intensity of the peak centered at wLO

is much lower and the breadth at half maximum is also smaller.

The infrared active modes in this particular geometry are

WTQ and wLO// The frequency calculated by Kramers-Krdnig

inversion for a thick crystal are
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-1

WTO]_= 240 cm
-1

wLO//= 298 cm

The values obtained for the thin film from the results shown

in Figure 5 are :

WTOI = 242 cm-I

WLO//= 296 cm .

This agreement shows that studies on thin films can be extreme-

ly useful in determining the normal mode frequencies.

If the thin film is evaporated on a metallic substrate

the electric field vector parallel to the metal surface being

vanishing no TO mode should be observed for polarized light

with E parallel to the incident plane. The reflectivity spec-

tra shown in Figure 6 for a CdS thin film of thickness

d = 0.64 I evaporated on an aluminium mirror exibit two minima,

the one corresponding to LO expected for polarized light

with E parallel to the plane of incidence, the other centered

at wTO which should not have been observed if we were working

with very thin films. The only reason for observing the TO

mode in these conditions is not the thickness because as it

can be seen from Figure 8, the intensity of the peak is not

proportional to the thickness of the layer but it is clear

that the TO is not observed for very thin films.

From the reflectivity minima given in Figure 6 one can

deduce wTO = 238 cm and w0 = 301.5 cm 1 . According to

the theoretical previsions for CdS with c in the plane of the

substrate one should observe wLO| = 302 cm-1 which is in

very good agreement with the experiments and the observed TO

frequency should be situated between wTOI = 240 cm-1 and
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wTo// = 232 cm the observed frequency 238 cm-1 is well be-

tween these two values.

In Figure 7 are given the reflectivity spectra for

different values of angle of incidence. This demonstrates

according to the theory that 1-R = 2 A vanishes and conse-

quently the mode "tg" tends to zero when the incidence ap-

proaches the normal. This again is in agreement with the

theory.

4. DISCUSSION.

The experimental results presented here demonstrate

the general qualitative features of the theory and suggest

that detailed studies of the optical properties of thin films

may be of great interest for the knowledge of the fundamental

mechanism of optical transitions due to the interaction of

the radiation field with the phonon field.

A particular case of same practical importance is this

of very thin film. This is practically the only one which has

been previously studied 1,4. For this case in our notations

we shall have rv « ra which can be realized in choosing

the thickness very small. It should be also remained that

r (TO) z e 2 r (LO) . The condition r < r will then be

obtained at LO for a thickness much larger than at bT . Let

us take as an example a crystal with co = 5 , o = 9 for

e = 7/4 , TO= 250 cm-1 wL 0 
= 335 cm-1  and ra = 10 cm-1

the virtual mode damping will then be v(LO) = 1 cm-1  for

a thickness d = 4500 k whereas for the TO we shall have the

same rv(TO) = 1 cm-1  for a thickness d = 180 k . The line

width and even the possibility of observing a given mode under

oblic incidence are therefrom strongly dependent on the thick-

ness of the crystal plate.
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For the condition r < r we have r r and there-
v a afore the absorption coefficient is

2 rva
A a 2 (4.1)4( W- o 0) 2+ra

where from
2 r << 

4.2)
a

Hence this particular case is the one of weak photon-

phonon interaction. The photon absorption in this case is

weak and the reflection which is proportional to (rV)2 can

be neglected.

In calculating the mean power absorbed per unit volume

in a crystal under an external electric field 4 in terms of

the response function of the dielectric constant one can de-

d-.ce the absorption which is respectively

A d Im 2 cos2e , (4.3)
ATO c cos xxc

w d 2 sin28 (4.4

ALO - cosIe zz

In terms of normal dielectric constants for an isotropic
-1

crystal and in cm this is :

d 2
ATO 22 -- Im C cos e (4.5)coso

w= 271w - sin2o (4.6)

A cose -)

Taking c under the form of equation (2.12) in the harmonic

approximation and developing near the poles one finally ob-

tains
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Im C 0E-. r0 a wTO(47
4(W TOw)2+ r a

Im ) (I/Ev -I/E 0 )r ra 'LO~ (4.8)
C 4( Lo-w)

2
+ ra 

2

and consequently

AT n d zoc.T2o2 1
008 0a~wO)4(w ~)2 +r2(w

T07w a wTO
(4.9)

A.. O 211 d.L I -)wL2sine 1 I___

cosO~~~ L~aL'2

(4.10)

This is well the form forseen in equation (4.1). This result

shows that ra(ca~o) is well the breadth at half maximu.. of

the function Im c = 2nk whereas ra(WLO is th bratha

half maximum of the function Im(-l/c).= 2nk/(n ) k These
formulas are therefore susceptible of direct verification.

For very thin films the absorption can be deduced from the

measurements of R for thin films evaporated on a mirror

R = 1 - 2A

and equation (2.23) gives for OdS with d = 0.72 tL using

0 =450*80

rv (calculated) = 1.05 t 0.54 cm-1

ra = 10±t0.5 cm1

Hence the calculated value is r = 11.05 t 1.04 cm-1  where-

as experimentally one obtains r = 13 cm-1

The maximum calculated absorption is 2Amax= 0.35±0.12

and the experimtntal value is 2A max= 0.37
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All these results show that further experimental inves-

tigation and theoretical developments are the photon-phonon

interaction in thin films will lead to progress in the related

physical phenomena.

It may be of interest to mention that the same formal-

ism may be used to study the plasmons which leads to the re-

sults of F,.rrel and Stern 5. The correspondence from phonons

to plasmons may be reached by taking co = 00 , the expression

for A, R, and T, remains the same. The breadth at half high

for photon emission is given by

2

cose p

with

Sp 2 = 4Ne2/mCy ,

w being the plasma frequency.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 -

Figure 2 - Infrared dispersion relations for four thin films.

In the space on the left hand side of w = kxc ,

a0 is imaginary, the dispersion concerns the

"radiative modes". In the space on the right hand

side a is real and the modes are "non radiative".

oleft of w = kc a2 < 0 : "polaritons",

a2 > 0 : modes of surface.

Figure 3 -

Figure 4 - Transmission spectra of CdS thin films, d -X 0.7 ,

c J Si substrate. At normal incidence,

a) x - x - x , E //plane of incidence,

b) o - o - o , E plane of incidence.

Figure 5 - Transmission spectra of CdS thin films, d 2f 0.7 p,

c J Si substrate, angle of incidence 0 = 450,

a) x - x - x , E// plane of incidence,

b) o - o - o , Ej plane of incidence.

Figure 6 - Reflectivity spectra of CdS thin films, d = 0.64 A,

c parallel to the substrate which is an aluminfum

mirror for two polarizations of the incident light

beam EJ q and E// q' . The angle of incidence
0

is 0 = 35

Figure 7 - Reflectivity spectrum for I'dS thin films, d = 0.72 ,

c //aluminium mirror substrate for different angles

of incidence: a---0 = 240 ; b---a = 350

-- e = 450.
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Figure 8 - Reflectivity of CdS thin films evaporated onto

aluminium for one reflection at 450 of incidence,

with E//plane of incidence.

The thickness d and half-width r of the peak at

'L0 are as follows :

Sample a : d = 0.66 p , r = 13.6 cm .

Sample b : d = 0.33 P , r = 12.7 cm-1

Sample c : d = 0.09 P , r = 12.4 cm .

cI-


